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Abstract We examine the theory of the extended mind,

and especially the concept of the ‘‘parity principle’’ (Clark

and Chalmers in Analysis 58.1:7–19, 1998), in light of

Hegel’s notion of objective spirit. This unusual combina-

tion of theories raises the question of how far one can

extend the notion of extended mind and whether cognitive

processing can supervene on the operations of social

practices and institutions. We raise some questions about

putting this research to critical use.

Hegel is rarely mentioned in contemporary discussions of

the philosophy and science of mind. We suggest that a

consideration of Hegel’s concept of objective spirit can

offer some productive insights into the recent discussion of

the extended mind, as found in Clark and Chalmers (1998)

and Clark (2008). The Hegel that we appeal to, however, is

not the full-blooded Hegel that insists on the strict dialectic

or the large, overarching, and synthetic concept of Spirit.

Rather, we will limit our considerations to one particular

aspect of Hegel’s work, his idea that the mind is expressed

in social institutions.

Mind, or Spirit (Geist), for Hegel, is dialectically

propagated through historical forces—forces that are in

fact rational, and that help foster and support the devel-

opment of human society. Throughout his philosophical

writings, Hegel outlines this concept of mind as an

unfolding of both individual and societal existences

through experience and thought. Mind, for Hegel, is equal

to reason, specifically where the manifestation of an entity

or event dialectically leads to the occurrence of another.

We want to show how Hegel’s conception of these pro-

cesses can lead to a richer concept of the extended mind.

1 Principles of the extended mind

Clark and Chalmers (1998) introduced the concept of the

extended mind, in part to move beyond the standard

Cartesian idea that cognition is something that happens in a

private mental space, ‘‘in the head’’. In order to both lib-

erate the concept of mind from its neuronal confines, and at

the same time, to place some controlling limits on how

extended we can make it, they appeal to the parity

principle:

If, as we confront some task, a part of the world

functions as a process which, were it to go on in the

head, we would have no hesitation in recognizing as

part of the cognitive process, then that part of the

world is (so we claim) part of the cognitive process.

(Clark and Chalmers 1998, p. 8)

On one interpretation (see e.g., Adams and Aizawa

2001; Rupert 2009), this principle continues to measure

cognition in terms of the Cartesian gold standard of what

goes on in the head. Let us call this the strict interpretation.

It suggests that a process outside of the head can count as a

cognitive process only if in principle it could be accom-

plished in the head (or at least imagined to be so). It is a
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piece of mind only if in some way it conforms to the

(minimal) Cartesian concept of mental process as some-

thing that would normally happen in the head. Thus, we

can think of some mental processes as happening ‘‘out

there’’ in the world, yet still have a principled reason to

limit mental processes to the kinds of things that fit the

established model. Clark (2008, p. 114) rejects this inter-

pretation and insists that the parity principle should not be

read as requiring any similarity between inner and outer

processes.1 We can call this the liberal interpretation of

the parity principle. Nonetheless, Clark and Chalmers,

‘‘allowed that (at least as far as [their] own argument was

concerned) conscious mental states might well turn out to

supervene only on local processes inside the head’’ (Clark

2008, 79), although other (non-conscious) mental states

may also supervene on some external processes and form

part of a cognitive process.

The worry that comes along with the liberal interpreta-

tion of the parity principle is that the concept of mind gets

overextended to include any process in the world. Thus,

even as Clark allows for the liberal interpretation, he starts

to tighten it up again with a set of additional criteria that,

according to Clark, need to be met by external physical

processes if they are to be included as part of an individ-

ual’s cognitive process.

1. That the resource (external process) be reliably

available and typically invoked.

2. That any information thus retrieved be more or less

automatically endorsed. It should not usually be

subject to critical scrutiny (unlike the opinions of

other people, for example). It should be deemed about

as trustworthy as something retrieved clearly from

biological memory.

3. That information contained in the resource should be

easily accessible as and when required (Clark 2008,

79).

The parity principle and these criteria certainly rule over

the primary and much discussed example of extended

cognition provided by Clark and Chalmers: the example of

Otto and Inga.

First, consider a normal case of belief embedded in

memory. Inga hears from a friend that there is an

exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art and decides

to go see it. She thinks for a moment and recalls that

the museum is on 53rd Street, so she walks to 53rd

Street and goes into the museum. It seems clear that

Inga believes that the museum is on 53rd Street and

that she believed this even before she consulted her

memory. It was not previously an occurrent belief,

but then neither are most of our beliefs. The belief

was somewhere in memory, waiting to be accessed.

Now consider Otto. Otto suffers from Alzheimer’s

disease, and like many Alzheimer’s patients, he relies

on information in the environment to help structure

his life. Otto carries a notebook around with him

everywhere he goes. When he learns new informa-

tion, he writes it down. When he needs some old

information, he looks it up. For Otto, his notebook

plays the role usually played by a biological memory.

Today, Otto hears about the exhibition at the Museum

of Modern Art and decides to go see it. He consults

the notebook, which says that the museum is on 53rd

Street, so he walks to 53rd Street and goes into the

museum. (Clark and Chalmers 1998, 12–13)

The argument is that the notebook, for Otto, clearly

plays the same role that memory plays for Inga. Informa-

tion stored in Otto’s notebook stands equivalent to infor-

mation that constitutes belief in Inga. The belief, in Otto’s

case, we might say, supervenes on processes that lie

‘‘beyond the skin’’ (Ibid) when in fact neural processes

engage with those non-neural processes.

Forget about Alzheimer’s disease—it is not really rele-

vant. You or I may do exactly the same as Otto. Perhaps we

have poor memories for directions or addresses and so we

use our PDA or a GPS system to find our way around the

world. Perhaps we look up directions on Google and copy

them into our phone, and then use our phone to find our

way. In such cases, we are using technology (paper and

pencil, or PDA, or GPS, or computer, or phone) to do

something that we could do, perhaps with a little more

effort, in our head. And what is it that we are doing? We

are cogitating—thinking—remembering or solving a

problem. So the point is that cognition is not something

that goes on totally in the head. Our use of fingers to count,

or a calculator to calculate, or a computer to compute—

these are things that, in principle, we could do in our head.

We should thus call all such processes cognitive processes.

2 Hegel’s idea of objective spirit

From the perspective of Hegel, the claims made by Clark

and Chalmers are quite modest. Hegel’s concept of

objective spirit extends the concept of extended mind to

larger processes. The concept of objective spirit involves

the mind in a constant process of externalizing and inter-

nalizing. On this concept, social institutions, like cultural

1 One can find this caution first voiced in Wheeler (2006): the parity

principle does not ‘‘fix the benchmarks for what it is to count as a

proper part of a cognitive system by identifying all the details of the

causal contribution made by (say) the brain [and then by looking] to

see if any external elements meet those benchmarks’’ (3; cited by

Clark). This reading is consistent with the functionalist account that

both Clark and Wheeler embrace.
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practices and legal systems, are pieces of the mind, exter-

nalized in their specific time and place, and activated in

ways that extend our cognitive processes when we engage

with them. We create these institutions via our own

(shared) mental processes, or we inherit them as products

constituted in mental processes already accomplished by

others. We then use these institutions instrumentally to do

further cognitive work—to solve problems and to control

behavior—and we do so, not simply by using them as tools,

as neutral bits of technology, that might be considered

external to cognitive processes, but by engaging with them

in ways that extend our cognitive reach.

Hegel takes great pains to trace the dialectical emer-

gence of the mind out of nature, where an ensouled body is

its first externality and expression. ‘‘Under the head of

human expression are included, for example, the upright

figure in general, and the formation of the limbs, especially

the hand, as the absolute instrument, of the mouth—

laughter, weeping, etc., and the note of mentality diffused

over the whole, which at once announces the body as the

externality of a higher nature (1971, §411). Insofar as the

mind (as self-conscious) recognizes itself as this body, it

recognizes itself as exposed to others, and seeks fulfillment

in recognition by others, from which comes ‘‘the emer-

gence of man’s social life’’ (§433). This seeking takes the

form of the will, which in turn externalizes the mind and

makes it objective—something that can be comprehended

as such by others and something that develops into ‘‘an

objective phase, into legal, moral, religious, and not less

into scientific actuality’’ (§482).

Extension and embodiment are of utmost importance to

Hegel, because no idea or state of consciousness can be of

any influence if it is not extended and embodied. Mind here

must turn itself into a concrete form in order to accomplish

anything. Moreover, this extension and embodiment is

reflective of cognition as a rational act. The mind is

motivated to identify itself with the Objective, and it does

this by working on the physical, molding it and melding

with it. It does this through work and actions that become

manifest in cultural activities such as art, religion, and

philosophy, and through social institutions, such as gov-

ernment and law. As Hegel writes in the Philosophy of

Right, ‘‘A person must translate his freedom into an

external sphere in order to exist as Idea’’ (40).

Hegel’s analysis often starts in the realm of psychology

with the individual mind (see, e.g., 1949, §§4ff; 1971,

§§440ff). But he quickly moves beyond claims about how

the mind functions in isolation from the world, and he

recognizes that the fuller concept of mind is to be found in

a person’s contextualized action. He contends that willful

activity externalizes the thoughts in our individual heads.

‘‘It is only by this activity that that Idea as well as abstract

characteristics generally, are realised, actualized …. The

motive power that puts them in operation, and gives them

determinate existence, is the need, instinct, inclination, and

passion of man. That some conception of mine should be

developed into act and existence, is my earnest desire: I

wish to assert my personality in connection with it: I wish

to be satisfied by its execution’’ (Hegel 1956, §25).

The mind, then, is not just a kind of subjectivity that is

opposed to the objectivity of the world. This is rejected as

an abstraction, merely as a way that one can begin to talk

about the mind. The mind becomes objective to itself in the

fulfillment of its activity.

In the very element of an achievement the quality of

generality, of thought, is contained; without thought

it has no objectivity; that is its basis. … In its work it

is employed in rendering itself an object of its own

contemplation; but it cannot develop itself objec-

tively in its essential nature, except in thinking itself.

(Hegel 1956, §88)

In other words, the mind is not simply externalized in its

objective works, it works in its externalizations that call

forth further cognitive activity. In this sense, for Hegel, the

mind is not simply externalized, it is extended when we

cognitively engage with such institutions. These works of

objective spirit are best exemplified by social institutions.

Such institutions take on a life of their own and allow us to

engage in cognitive activities that we are unable to do

purely in the head, or even in many heads.

This view pushes us beyond the strictly defined parity

principle and extends the mind to a degree that even Clark

and Chalmers might have reservations about. Is Hegel’s

concept of objective spirit too large, an overextended mind,

or is Clark and Chalmers’ concept of the extended mind not

large enough? Whatever way we answer that question, we

stand to gain some additional insight into the concept of the

extended mind by considering Hegel’s notion of objective

spirit.

Much of the analysis in the Philosophy of Right turns on

the concept of the will. Of this Hegel says, ‘‘The distinction

between thought and will is only that between the theo-

retical and the practical. These, however, are surely not two

faculties: the will is rather a special way of thinking,

thinking translating itself into existence, thinking as the

urge to give itself existence’’ (1949, Addition 4). The

external realization of the will leads to the concept of

property (1949, §45, §59). The institution of meaning and

value derives from the subjective claim on these external

realizations. This is a process that goes beyond a purely

internal cognition; it is realized only in appropriation and

use, which immediately puts us in certain kinds of relations

to others, relations which grow in complexity (1949,

§§64ff). Such relations include the alienation of property,

the instantiation and violation of rights, which may be
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expressed or tested out in contracts. A contract is in some

real sense an aspect of one or more minds externalized and

extended into the world, instantiating in external memory

an agreed-upon decision, adding to a system of rights and

laws that transcend the particularities of any individual’s

mind. Contracts are institutions that embody conceptual

schemas that contribute to and shape our cognitive pro-

cesses. As such they can be used as tools to accomplish

certain aims and to reinforce certain behaviors. Concepts of

property, contract, rights, and law, once instituted, guide

our thinking about social arrangements, for example, or

about what we can and cannot do (see Hegel 1971,

§§488ff). Insofar as we cognitively engage with such tools

and institutions, we extend our cognitive processes.

Such institutions of civil society, the social, educational,

and legal institutions that originate in human cognition are,

ideally, not alien to the subject. As Hegel puts it, one’s

spirit ‘‘bears witness to them as to its own essence, the

essence in which one has a feeling of selfhood, and in

which one lives as in one’s own element which is not

distinguished from oneself’’ (1949, §147). Educational

institutions can be good examples. The purpose of educa-

tion, as Hegel puts it, is to

banish natural simplicity, whether the passivity which

is the absence of the self, or the crude type of

knowing and willing, i.e., the immediacy and singu-

larity in which the mind is absorbed. It aims in the

first instance at securing for this, its external condi-

tion, the rationality of which it is capable. … By this

means alone does mind become at home with itself

within this pure externality. … [M]ind becomes

objective to itself in this element (1949, §187).

For Hegel, education liberates the individual mind by

introducing it to something larger, but still of the same

nature. ‘‘In the individual subject, this liberation is the hard

struggle against pure subjectivity of demeanour, against the

immediacy of desire, against the empty subjectivity of

feeling and the caprice of inclination…. [I]t is through this

educational struggle that the subjective will itself attains

objectivity …’’ (Ibid.). Educational institutions are the

result of human cognitive processes (they are externaliza-

tions of individual minds working collectively) but they are

also employed in a cognitive manner to extend knowledge,

to solve problems, and to control behavior.

We can think of the legal system as another good

example. Hegel states clearly that the law is a product of

thinking (1949, §211)—it is constructed in thought pro-

cesses, and indeed, it is that fact which makes it positive

law. Hegel recounts the formation of law as ‘‘the March of

mental development’’ in the ‘‘long and hard struggle to free

a content from its sensuous and immediate form, [in order

to] endow it with its appropriate form of thought, and

thereby give it simple and adequate expression’’ (1949,

§217). The recognition of rights in law, qua recognition, is

a form of cognition that depends on the law. The admin-

istration of justice, the application of law to particular

cases, is a cognitive process through and through. If we are

justified in saying that working with a notebook or a cal-

culator is mind-extending, it seems equally right to say that

working with the law as a means (1949, §223), the use of

the legal system in the practice of legal argumentation,

deliberation and judgment, as well as the enforcement of

law for purposes of controlling behavior is mind extending

too.

3 Thinking outside the head

Let us consider again the three criteria offered by Clark.

1. That the resource be reliably available and typically

invoked.

2. That any information thus retrieved be more or less

automatically endorsed. It should not usually be

subject to critical scrutiny (unlike the opinions of

other people, for example). It should be deemed about

as trustworthy as something retrieved clearly from

biological memory.

3. That information contained in the resource should be

easily accessible as and when required (Clark 2008,

79).

One can say about these criteria that each of them

involves matters of degree. What counts as reliably avail-

able (or as providing easily accessible information), for

example? A legal system may be reliably available even if

I do not carry it in my pocket. It may be only a phone call

away. If I have a specific kind of question that needs

answering (surely something that would typically count as

a cognitive event), I can call my attorney, who can consult

his law texts and codes, and together, in this process, and

relying on easily accessible information and the mecha-

nisms of the law, we can answer the question in a reliable

way.2 Answering the question, solving the cognitive

problem, may in fact be impossible without that access to

the legal system. Indeed, one could imagine a specific kind

of question that would never even come up if there were no

legal system. For example, every question of the sort: ‘‘is it

legal for me to do X?’’ The legal system in effect helps to

2 The thought here is not that the information that my attorney looks

up counts as my memory even prior to receiving it over the phone.

Rather, the idea is that I extend my cognitive problem solving ability

by plugging into a system—the legal institution—which extends my

thinking as I engage with it. Thanks to Michael Wheeler for raising

this issue.
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generate certain cognitive events, and helps to resolve

them.

With regard to the second criterion, why should some

process that would otherwise count as a cognitive process

not count as a cognitive process because it requires critical

scrutiny, which is itself a cognitive process? There are

plenty of instances of taking a critical metacognitive per-

spective (which is, of course, a cognitive process) on some

problem solving acts of cognition. Taking such a per-

spective is itself a cognitive process, and again, that pro-

cess may necessitate an institution like the law. That is,

some critical perspectives may be legal perspectives that

supervene on a legal institution, and do so in a way that is

even more ‘‘trustworthy’’ than biological memory.

Taking these criteria in a more liberal direction, we can

certainly think that more prolonged and complex external

processes that involve many elements, including processes

that depend on social institutions, may be less reliable, or

may be less easy to access as a whole, or may require

more critical metacognitive scrutiny. But such things

should not disqualify them from being cognitive pro-

cesses. One roadblock to this liberal interpretation, we

think, is the fact that Clark and Chalmers introduce these

criteria around their discussion of belief. Clark (2008) then

seems to generalize the criteria to apply to all cognitive

processes. Clearly, however, these are not necessary cri-

teria that apply to all cognition, especially if one thinks of

cognition in terms of cognitive processes and activities,

e.g., problem solving, rather than in terms of mental states,

e.g., beliefs.

For example, what if some process X, instead of briefly

supervening on a set of directions in a notebook, super-

venes in a temporally extended way on a complicated and

large set of directions for solving a problem. One can

imagine that the directions are complex and printed in a

book that takes a couple of days to work through. It

should not matter in regard to the cognitive status of the

process whether it takes 2 seconds to retrieve information

from a notebook, or 2 days to solve a problem using a

printed book. The issues of complexity, time, and quantity

of processing, however, push on the issues of easy

accessibility and ready availability. Should such measures

matter if the process is the same in kind and the outcome

similar? The important issue here is not whether some-

thing is rare, or requires critical evaluation, or is easy to

access. Rather, the question is whether the external

resources can carry our cognitive processes—whether they

can be part of (or a potential part of) a cognitive process

in that sense.

If this is right, then the kinds of institutions described

by Hegel in terms of objective spirit should count as

‘‘mental institutions’’ (Gallagher and Crisafi 2009), that is,

as supporting a form of extended cognition. Of course this

pushes us beyond the strict interpretation of the parity

principle to the extent that such external resources are

quite different than anything that can be found ‘‘in the

head’’. Yet they can partly carry our cognitive processes

when we cognitively engage with them. Our argument, in

agreement with the liberal interpretation of the parity

principle, is that any lack of parity in this sense should not

disqualify such processes from being considered cognitive

if they are processes to which the human organism is

linked in the right way, that is, ‘‘in a two-way interaction,

creating a coupled system that can be seen as a cognitive

system in its own right’’ (Clark and Chalmers 1998, p. 8).

Accordingly, we can start to see that human cognition

relies not simply on localized brain processes in any

particular individual, or on short-term uses of notebooks,

tools, and technologies, but often on social processes that

extend over long periods of time.

Usually, we think of judgments as happening in the

privacy of one’s own head. But some judgments super-

vene on processes that allow control over a large amount

of empirical information. In a court of law, evidence and

testimony are produced, and judgments are made fol-

lowing a set of rules that are established by the system.

The process in which the judgments get made will depend

on a body of law, the relevant parts of which may only

emerge (because of the precise particulars of the case) as

we remain cognitively engaged and as the proceedings

develop. Judgments are not confined to individual brains,

or even to the many brains that constitute a particular

court. They emerge in the workings of a large institution.

Yet these legal proceedings are cognitive processes—they

produce judgments that may then contribute to the con-

tinued processes of the system. The practice of law,

which is constituted by just such cognitive and commu-

nicative processes, is carried out via the cooperation of

many people relying on external (and conventional)

cognitive schemas and rules of evidence provided by the

legal institution itself. It is a form of cognition that su-

pervenes on a large and complex system, an institution,

without which it could not happen. It is a cognitive

practice that in principle could not happen just in the

head; indeed, it extends cognition through environments

that are large and various. An individual required to make

judgments about the legitimacy of certain arrangements

interacts with the legal institution and forms a coupled

system in a way that allows new kinds of behavior to

emerge. Take away the external part of this cognitive

process—take away the legal institution—and ‘‘the sys-

tem’s behavioural competence will drop, just as it would

if we removed part of its brain’’ (Clark and Chalmers

1998, p. 9).
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4 Conclusion and the possibility of extending

the discussion

It seems possible, then, to extend the Clark–Chalmers

version of the extended mind, usually exemplified in

terms of notebooks and such, in the direction of these

larger processes where we may be able to think of social

institutions as contributing to the constitution of extended

cognition. If ‘‘the use of instruments such as the nautical

slide rule … and the general paraphernalia of language,

books, diagrams, and culture’’ are instances of extended

cognition, it seems clear that the use of a legal system to

solve a legal problem constitutes a case of complex

‘‘epistemic action’’, and is also an instance of extended

cognition. ‘‘In all these cases the individual brain per-

forms some operations, while others are delegated to

manipulations of external media’’ (Clark and Chalmers

1998, p. 8). Proponents of the extended mind idea, even if

they allow social institutions to be included in that

extension, have not provided any concrete analysis of this

possibility.3

This kind of analysis can have importance, beyond the

philosophy of mind, in so far as it can be the beginning

point for more critical investigations. Institutions are

powerful mechanisms for extending and preserving cog-

nition, and in doing so, they introduce order—something

which can be liberating or enslaving. Legal systems are a

good example, but so are other types of institutions,

including political, military, economic, religious, and

cultural institutions, as well as science itself. Part of what

we want to argue is that it is important to take a closer

look at how social and cultural practices either extend or,

in some cases, curtail mental processes. Pieces of tech-

nology, as well as specific institutions, offer possibilities,

which at the same time carry our cognitive processes in

particular directions. Institutional structures, especially,

can shape the way that we use certain technologies and

can allow us to see certain possibilities even as they blind

us to others. Observation of the physical manifestations

and effects of technology can only go so far; eventually,

one needs something similar to the kind of social her-

meneutic approach Hegel offers, and to make that a

critical approach, in order to capture the full-scale effects

of technologies and institutions on embodied, embedded,

and extended cognition. It is certainly possible to build on

the research in extended mind, to integrate it with critical

approaches, and to create more hybrid and hermeneutic

methodologies that address all dimensions of human

experience.

We end, accordingly, by noting that Hegel’s notion of

objective spirit raises a concern that should also be raised

in the discussion of extended cognition, namely, the

question of what the mechanisms and institutions do to us

as subjects of cognition. Such extended processes can have

profound effects on us and on our thinking. The institu-

tional specifics of such processes can place limitations on

our thinking, as easily as they can enable important and

wonderfully extended cognitive performances. Clark and

Chalmers rightly suggest that language plays a large role in

such processes (1998, 18); but we should think also about

how language and communicative processes are them-

selves extended in technologically advanced media. If such

processes not only lead us to revised conceptions of our-

selves, but also actually change our cognitive processes, we

should recognize both the promise and the danger involved.

How has thinking itself, as a human enterprise, and as an

individual practice, changed, not simply because of the

increased quantity of information that we have to deal with,

or because our scientific knowledge has increased to a

point where it requires overspecialization, but because of

the particular means (the technology, the media, the insti-

tutions invented throughout history, including printed text,

digital images, and the means of mass communication) that

we have invented to facilitate or enhance cognition? These

are common themes to be found in critical technology and

cultural studies, but, so far as we know, they have not been

explored in any significant way in the debate on the

extended mind hypothesis, nor has the work on the

extended mind hypothesis been employed in critical

theory.4
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3 Their focus on the more individual uses of technology may rest on

their mechanistic conceptions of the mind in contrast to the more

social dimensions we are suggesting here. Clark, for example,

conceives of the mind as ‘‘mechanically realized by complex, shifting

mixtures of energetic and dynamic coupling, internal and external

forms of representation and computation, epistemically potent forms

of bodily action and the canny exploitation of a variety of extrabodily

props, aids and scaffolding’’ (2008, 219).

4 Shortly after the final version of this paper was submitted to the

journal we came across the following footnote in Habermas (2007).

The note is not by Habermas, but a translator’s note by Joel Anderson

(n5, 42–43): ‘‘The notion of ‘objective mind’ (which stems from

Hegel, where it is often translated as ‘objective spirit’) is used to refer

to social institutions, customs, shared practices, science, culture,

language, and so on—those entirely real parts of the human world that

are neither held within one individual’s mind nor physically

instantiated independently from humans. In this sense, then, recent

discussions within philosophy of mind and cognitive science regard-

ing ‘situated cognition’ or the ‘extended mind’ are also about the

‘objective mind’’’.
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